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Abstract: In recent years, the importance of biometrics in authentication and identification has emerged. Both government and 

private agencies make use of automated human identification using different biometric traits. Signature based authentication 

has been used for many years. This paper presents an automated static signature recognition approach. We have used gabor 

filter for preprocessing of signature images. For matching purpose, artificial neural networks are used, which are trained by the 

back-propagation learning algorithm. The results show that the given approach yields a good solution to automated signature 

recognition problem because of its high accuracy (99.5%) and FRR (68%). On the other hand, computational time of the 

proposed technique is less than the previous approaches. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 In the previous decades, biometrics has emerged as a vital facet for human authentication. Many biometric traits are used for the 

purpose such as fingerprints, ear pattern, iris pattern etc. A handwritten signature is a biometric trait of human beings which is used 

as a primary means of authentication from many years. Although, the manual signature matching needs analysis by a human, which 

can be both times to consume and, can be sometimes biased. Because of these demerits, a need for automated signature verification 

rises. This system does not only advance the signature authentication process but will also give a safe and sound method for 

authentication of legal documents. The automated signature recognition system must have some important properties such as it 

should be able to detect forgeries, should neither be very sensitive nor very coarse. 

The first automated signature recognition system was developed in 1965 [2]. The signature verification method can be divided into 

two categories: static and dynamic. The static signature verification is the one which makes use of an optical scanner to acquire 

handwritten signature written onto the paper. This method is also known as Off-Line signature recognition. While the dynamic 

signature verification uses signature acquired onto handheld devices to extract information about the signature using dynamic 

characteristics. This method is also known as On-Line signature recognition. In this paper, an approach for static signature 

recognition is proposed [1]. 

Signature Verification System 

The goal of designing signature verification system is to detect forgery in signatures, which can be of three types. 

1. Random; in which the original signature is unknown. 

2. Simple; in which some assumptions are made by knowing the name of the original signer. 

3. Skilled; in which original sign are known and a replication of original signal is done. 

From these three types, the skilled one is most difficult to find out [3]. 

Related work 

Offline signature recognition system has gained the interest of many researchers. This is a convenient approach and various 

optimization techniques can be applied to solve the problem. 
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Sabourin [4] has used the granulometric size distributions to the definition the local shape descriptors in order to differentiate 

between the quantities of signal activity exciting each retina on the focus of an overlaid grid. After this, he has used k-nearest 

neighbor, and the classifier based on a threshold in an attempt to detect the random forgeries. A total error rate for both rates were 

0.02% and 1.0% respectively. For this task, 800 genuine signatures from 20 writers are used. 

Hanmandlu [5], developed a  neuro-fuzzy system. He has compared the angle made by the signature pixels which are calculated 

with respect to reference points. After comparing this, the angle distribution has been clustered using fuzzy c-means algorithm. 

Finally, for the training of artificial neural networks, backpropagation learning algorithm is used. The proposed system reported 

False Rejection Rate of 5-16% with changing threshold. 

A Kernel Principal Component Self- regression (KPCSR) model for static signature verification problems is given by Zhang [6]. 

The proposed self-regression model has selected a subset of the principal components from the kernel space for the input variables 

to precisely exemplify signatures of each person, the system, therefore, offers a good verification and recognition performance. The 

given model directly work on bitmap images, showing satisfactory performance. A modular scheme with subject-specific KPCSR 

structure proved to be very efficient, from which each person was assigned an independent KPCSR model for coding the 

corresponding visual information. The results show that the FRR and FAR of the model are 92% and 5% respectively. 

Dipti Verma [7] proposed a signature recognition system based on the center of gravity, hough transform and neural network for 

static signatures. In the given system, the signatures are preprocessed through binarization, cutting edges and thinning of signature 

images in order to give an accurate platform for feature extraction. She has measured the center of gravity in two levels by taking 

into account the center of gravity of all the characters separately instead of considering only one center of gravity for the whole 

signature. Moreover, she has taken the mean values of all the center of gravity values of various characters present in the signature. 

Morphological operations are applied on these signature images with Hough transform in finding out the regular shape which aids 

in the authentication process. The values given by Hough space are used in the feed forward neural network. Back-propagation 

learning algorithm is used to train the neural network. The efficiency of above more than 95% is achieved after different training 

stages. 

Baskaran [8], has given an Off-Line Signature Verification and Recognition system using SVM (Support Vector Machine). He has 

used the global, directional and grid features of signatures. SVM has been used by him for classification and verification of the 

signatures. A classification ratio of 0.95 was obtained by the approach. 

A signature verification algorithm based on static and dynamic features of online signature verification system is proposed by 

Mayank Vatsa [9]. The digital tablet captures in real-time the pressure values, breakpoints, and the time taken to create a signature. 

One dimensional - log Gabor wavelet and Euler numbers are used for analyzing the textual and topological features of the signature 

respectively. A multi-classifier decision algorithm combines the results obtained from three feature sets to attain an accuracy of 

98.18%. 

Proposed method 

In the proposed system, image preprocessing is done by using gabor filter. Following this, the linear discriminant analysis is 

applied to the image. After this, signature matching is done by using artificial neural networks. If the signatures match, then the 

person is authentic, otherwise, it was a forgery. The figure 1. Shows the workflow diagram for the proposed approach. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1. Work Flow Diagram of the proposed method 
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Results and conclusion: The results show that the given signature recognition technique is a promising solution to the recognition 

and authentication promising technique as the average accuracy of the proposed method is very high (99.5%). Along with this a 

False Rejection Rate of up to 73% is achieved. Moreover, the computational time of the method is less than other techniques, 

which are 0.87s. 

 

Fig2. Preprocessing of signature image 

 

 

Fig 3. Average accuracy of proposed approach 

 

Fig 4. FRR curve for proposed method against variable threshold values 
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Fig 5. Comparison of computational time of various signature recognition methods 
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